Abstract: The art of designing parallel programs is underdeveloped because we do not understand parallelism clearly. This paper suggests a programming methodology and it gives a precise definition of the ADA form of parallelism. The methodology is based on ideas of Milner and it can be used when designing parallel programs in languages other than ADA,
Part 1: DESIGN The art of designing parallel programs is underdeveloped because we do not understand parallelism clearly. This paper suggests a programming methodology and
it gives a precise definition of the ADA form of parallelism. The methodology is based on the ideas of Milner and it can be used when designing parallel programs in languages other than ADA. For us a parallel program consists of one or more tasks and several arrows from one task to another. We shall use the example of producers and consumers~ communicating through a postbox~ to illustrate our design method,
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In all our pictures different arrows may have the same head but they always have different tails, From our picture for producers and consumers we see that the postbox decides which consumer to communicate with. If we reversed the arrows to the consumers~ we would have the usual interplay between producers and consumers: a shared buffer.
The first phase of our design method is to draw a picture of tasks with names arrows between them. Arrows with the same head must have the same name. Because the ADA equivalent of a firs[ phase picture is a list of partially defined task interfaces whose entries correspond to the heads of arrows~ we shall hereafter use the word ~entry H instead of Uname of arrow n. s31 ;
In these place equations we see a new kind of guard: HI", then a sequential ADA construct, then "];". We can assume that the precise meaning of such guards wil be given by the formal semantics of ADA when it appears. We must explain the significance of the labels in our symbols; each label in a task symbol denotes a place in the task pr'ogram~ each way of choosing a label in a netwoPk symbol denotes a configur-ation of the network. In our example we have; configur`ations q01p 0 and q0]P2 from the first symbol configurations q0! pl and q01P3 from the other` symbols.
The network equations fop q01Pl and q01 P3 ape no problem but the network equations for q01P0 and q0IP2 must reflect the possibility of communication through the entry IlarPiveH, they must have a capability fop the rendezvous guard narrive !n The network equations must be where C) is the shuffle operator of formal language theory (Ginsburg (1977) ). The reader~ who recognizes that the concurrency constraints in our example can be captured by the simple path expression path arrive; departl; arrive~, depart 2 end --implicit iteration~ and semicolons for sequentiality may well ask why we have given complicated rules for formin 9 network equations from place equations. The answer is that this enables us to indicate a semantics for ADA parallelism.
Let us begin with an operational semantics for network equations. We allow for equations with more than one capability by using a HISTORY file to resolve nondeterminism. We assume that a state is given by the values of variables HISTORY~ Configuration and Store: In this case ~0(h~c~s) will be the predicate:
if we start with store s in configuration c, we will use all of HISTORY h and finish in a no capability equation with a store satisfying FINAL. The converse of this need not hold because some histories given by the flow expression solution may fail for some values of s.
In the expanded version of this paper (Mayoh (1979)) we indicate -how some histories ape forbidden by such ADA restrictions as first-in-first-out queues on entries;
how initiation and termination of tasks can be expressed using network equations;
-how scope, visibility and parameters can be incorporated; -a Petri net justification of our assumption that the true parallelism of ADA can be captured by our non-deterministic network equations.
There seems to be no good reason why a complete formal semantics of ADA can not be based on the approach in this paper" separating the question of what computation histories are possible from the question of defining the result of a computation for a given history.
In the formal semantics of CSP (Francez~ Hoare~ Lehmann, De Roever(1979) ) we find the same approach, but there ape important differences. In their terminotogy we advocate (1) using continuations not power domains -replacing ...... -e Answer, (2) PE_M((S I x x S m) U (_L~ fail, deadlock)) by S 1 X X S m attaching communication histories to a set of concurrent processes as a whole~ not to each concurrent process in the set. Another paper with an approach like ours is (Hoare (1979)); it contains a detailed investigation of histories for communicating processes, our place and network equation sets are special cases of its processes,
